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Abstract:
Farmer Scheme Informer is a java and MYSQL project, which develop and responsibility and search engine for farmer/user. This system automatically list all the Schemes which provided by Indian government to our Indian farmer/user. All the information about latest Schemes for farmer/user will be provided to the farmer/user automatically by this search engine. The application of this system it that, farmer/user can just check all the new schemes automatically. There is no need any log in to get information of the schemes. Farmer/user can just see the latest schemes on the SCHEM model. If farmer/user want to see previous schemes then they can search it on scheme model otherwise they can give feedback to the ADMIN, then admin should give that scheme information to that farmer/user. In this portal farmer can use Facebook, twitter, etc. for more information and give feedback to us via mail.

I. INTRODUCTION:
In traditions schemes checking process the mistakes is happened and it takes lots of time for gathering information. So there required lot of times. And result is that schemes not delivered to the farmer. A scheme informer application that checks schemes of farm by government. This software application is built to check scheme wise information and provide the information about the different government schemes and it also give the information about required documents for the particular scheme. It also give the guidance of the procedure to work on the schemes. It gives systematic way to take benefit of the government schemes. In this we can apply for the different schemes in then we can apply for the schemes and we can check the status of the applications. And we can check working schemes in which places.

II. WORKING:
The web site allow to farmer/user search the data based on different schemes provided by Indian government. Also it has a benefits of having a centralized database and up to date information. A farmer/user can obtain easily information of related documents of that schemes.

i) ADMINISTRATOR module:
ii) HOME module:
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About

We are providing different types of agricultural-related schemes for farmers. This is a growing list. Our aim is to provide comprehensive information about agricultural schemes for farmers. We aim to make these schemes accessible and understandable for farmers. We are continuously working to improve the scheme.

WE PROVIDE

Number of Schemes for Farmers

---

ii) SCHEME module:
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---

http://ijesc.org/
iv) NEWS module:

v) ACTIVITY diagram of farmer schemes informer:
vi) USE CASE diagram of farmer schemes informer:

vii) COMPONENT diagram of farmer schemes informer:
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Advantages
- All information available on one platform.
- It gives way to apply for schemes and take benefits.
- It also gives the information for how many or what is
  benefit of the scheme.

User Description
1) Admin
2) Applicant

1) Admin:
- Check applications of applicants and process it
- Add schemes locations in the websites which are completed
- Add photo to the gallery

2) Applicants:
- Applicant can apply for schemes and process the applications.

MODULES:
The major modules of the project are

Adding Information: - In this module add information about
different scheme.

Add procedure: - Add the procedure for the take schemes.

View Information: - Check the information added by the admin
side which can be visible here to the farmer and take benefits.

Hardware Requirements
1. Processor:: Pentium-II(or) Higher
2. Ram:: 512MB (or) Higher Cache:: 512MB
3. Hard disk:: 10GB

Software Requirements
Technology : Jsp, Servlet
Backend : My-Sql
Operating System : Windows Operating System
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